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Abstract – In recent times, development of nanofluid insulation for power transformers is a hot research topic. Many researchers reported the enhancement in dielectric characteristics of nano modified mineral oils. Considering the drawbacks of petroleum based mineral oil, it is necessary to understand the dielectric characteristics of nanofluids developed with natural ester based oils. Palm oil has better insulation characteristics comparable to mineral oil. However very few research reports is available in the area of nanofluids based on palm oil. Partial discharge (PD) is one of the major sources of insulation performance degradation of transformer oil. It is essential to understand the partial discharge characteristics by collecting huge data base of PD performance of nano modified palm oil which will increase its confidence level for power transformer application. Knowing these facts, in the present work, certain laboratory experiments have been performed on PD characteristics of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil at different electrode configurations. Influence of concentration of nano filler material on the PD characteristics is also studied. Partial discharge inception voltage, Phase resolved partial discharge (PRPD) pattern, PD signal time-frequency domain characteristics, PD signal equivalent timelength/bandwidth mapping, Weibull distribution statistical parameters of PRPD pattern, skewness, repetition rate and phase angle variations are evaluated at different test conditions. From the results of the experiments conducted, we came to understand that PD performance of palm oil is considerably enhanced with the addition of nano-SiO$_2$ filler at 0.01%wt and 0.05%wt concentration. Significant reduction in PD inception voltage, repetition rate, Weibull shape parameter and PD magnitude are noticed with addition of SiO$_2$ nanofillers in palm oil. These results will be useful for recommending nano modified palm oil for power transformer applications.
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1. Introduction

Power transformer is the most expensive component in power system and its breakdown occurs mainly due to performance degradation of liquid insulation. At present several research works are being conducted to avoid the usage of conventional mineral oil insulation considering its drawbacks and to find an alternate natural ester based insulation for transformers [1-3]. Natural ester oils are biodegradable and are easily available. Reports are available on the dielectric characteristics of palm oil, corn oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, coconut oil and castor oil [4-7].

Recent advancements in nanotechnology offer possibilities for the development of nanofluid insulation for transformers. The selection of suitable base oil along with nano filler material provides more appropriate nano fluid for power transformer applications. Many researchers reported the enhancement in dielectric characteristics of nano modified mineral oils [8-14].

However very few research reports is available in the area of vegetable oil based nanofluids for transformer applications [15-16]. Palm oil has better insulation characteristics comparable with mineral oil [4-6]. Hence development of nano modified palm oil with enhanced insulation performance will be useful for electrical utilities. Partial discharge (PD) is one of the major sources of insulation performance degradation of transformer oil [1,6,17-18]. PD mainly starts due to the enhancement of local electric field in the oil/paper insulation caused by the presence of cavity, void, bubbles, metal particles, etc. and it gradually speeds up the degradation and aging of the oil insulation system. In general, PD can be classified as corona and surface discharges. Corona discharge occurs due to the presence of sharp edges and surface discharge occurs at the oil/pressboard interface. Understanding the PD characteristics and collection of huge data base of PD performance of nano modified palm oil is very essential in the present scenario. This will increase its confidence level for power transformer application. However, detailed reports on PD characteristics of palm oil based nanofluid insulation are scanty. Having known this, in this work, PD
characteristics of palm oil added with nano SiO$_2$ fillers at different %wt concentrations was evaluated. Surface PD and corona PD were simulated at different electrode configurations. PD inception voltage, PRPD pattern, PD signal time-frequency domain characteristics, PD signal equivalent timelength-bandwidth mapping, Weibull distribution statistical parameters of PRPD pattern, skewness, repetition rate and phase angle variations were evaluated at different test conditions.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Preparation of Nano-SiO$_2$ modified palm oil

Commercially available palm oil is used as a base fluid and its properties are listed in table 1. At the start, palm oil sample was placed in a sealed steel container and thermal treatment was done at 60°C for 24 hours inside a temperature controlled oven in order to remove moisture content and then the sample was allowed to cool to room temperature for 24 hours.

To prepare the nanofluid samples at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1% wt concentrations, Silica nano particles of size less than 80nm with high purity (99%) which was supplied by Hefei Jiankun Chemical Industry have been used. Fig. 1 shows the photograph of nano modified palm oils developed in the laboratory and the magnetic stirrer and ultrasonicator were used for enhancing the stability of the nanofluid. Initially, magnetic stirrer operation is carried out for 45 minutes with required amount of nanofiller material added with the base palm oil in order to enhance the dispersal of aggregations in the base palm oil.

Then ultrasonication process is carried out for 20 minutes to get a well dispersed nanofluid. These two process helps to avoid the agglomeration and sedimentation of nanoparticles in the palm oil. Table 1 shows the sample identity of nano modified palm oils used in this work.

2.2. Generation of PD Sources using Needle-Plane and Rod-Plane Electrode Configuration

Corona PD was simulated in the laboratory using needle-plane electrode geometry. Fig. 2(a) and 3(a) shows the schematic and photograph of needle-plane electrode geometry used in the lab. Corona PD was produced with a needle of 20 μm tip radius. Gap distance between the electrodes was maintained at 3 mm. Fig. 2(b) and 3(b) shows the schematic and photograph of rod-plane electrode geometry used in the lab for generating surface PD.

Size of the rod electrode is 10 mm diameter and 10 mm height. Size of the plane electrode is of 25 mm diameter and 10 mm height. While maintaining the gap distance between the electrodes as 5 mm, a pressboard material of 5 mm thickness was placed in between the rod-plane electrode as shown in Fig. 3(b) in order to generate surface discharges of sufficient magnitude [1,6].

Table 1. Properties of palm oil as per manufacturer’s data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>FP1 °C</th>
<th>FP2 °C</th>
<th>V(40) mm$^2$/s</th>
<th>M %</th>
<th>SFA %</th>
<th>MUSFA %</th>
<th>PU SFA %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Pure palm oil</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sample identity of nano-modified palm oil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Identity</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Pure palm oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>PO + 0.01% SiO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>PO + 0.05% SiO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>PO + 0.1% SiO$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. (a) Nano Silica modified palm oil at different %wt concentration of nanofiller (b) Lab setup of magnetic stirrer and ultrasonication process

Fig. 2. (a) Needle-plane electrode configuration used for corona discharge generation (b) Rod-plane electrode configuration used for surface discharge generation.

Fig. 3. Photograph of test cell filled with nano-modified palm oil (a) corona discharge generation (b) surface discharge generation.
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2.3. Partial discharge measurement lab setup

PD measurement is carried out as per IEC 60270 procedures. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) shows the schematic and photograph of lab experimental setup used for PD measurement respectively. High voltage AC source of 100 kV rating is used for providing supply during PD test. Test cell is filled with nano-palm oil prepared at different %wt concentrations. High frequency current transformer (HFCT) was clamped around the ground lead for measuring PD signals. It has a 50 MHz bandwidth which is sufficient to cover the entire range of corona and surface PD.

Output of the HFCT sensor is connected to the PD equipment, PDCheck (TechIMP), which has 100 MSA/s sampling rate and 50 MHz bandwidth. Sensitivity of PDCheck is 2 mV/div to 5 V/div, which provides entire digitized PD pulse waveforms during acquisition [20-21].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Analysis of Partial Discharge Inception Voltage (PDIV) of Nano Modified Palm Oil

PDIV is calculated as the minimum voltage at which observable PD signals appear on the PD measuring system. Supply voltage is slowly increased from 1 kV until at least one PD signal is detected over an interval of 10 minutes at stable condition after voltage application. A set of 5 PD measurements were carried out at each voltage magnitude in order to achieve the 95 % of confidence level. Fig. 5 shows the PDIV value of nano modified palm oil at different electrode configurations. It is generally observed that nano SiO\(_2\) modified palm oils show higher PDIV compared with type A pure oil specimen. Type C and B specimen show 25% and 15% increase in PDIV than type A specimen at needle-plane and rod-plane configuration respectively. However, it is also noticed that 0.1%wt concentration (type D) shows slight reduction in PDIV compared with B and C specimen, which may be due to the higher concentration of nanofillers resulting in agglomeration of particles and reducing the advantage of nanosize fillers. In general, rod-plane electrode arrangement show slightly reduced PDIV due to the presence of pressboard material closer to the electrodes, when compared with needle electrode. This gives more probability for the initiation of PD sites at the surface micropores of pressboard material.

3.2. PRPD Pattern Analysis of Nano Modified Palm Oil at Different Electrode Arrangement

Fig. 6 and 7 shows the typical PRPD patterns obtained with needle-plane and rod-plane electrode configurations respectively. Sine waveform is used as a phase reference signal in the PRPD pattern. Type C specimen shows less PD activities at needle-plane and type B specimen shows less PD activities at rod-plane configuration. It is noticed that pure oil type A specimen shows higher PD activities.
than nano modified specimens in both electrode configurations. In general, PD activity is more severe in the case of positive half cycle similar to the results reported in earlier papers [17-19]. Earlier works reports that pure natural ester based palm oil shows higher PD activities than mineral oil. It is noticed that addition of SiO$_2$ nanofillers significantly reduces the PD activities.

Fig. 6. Typical PRPD pattern of nano silica modified palm oil obtained at needle-plane electrode configuration (a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D. Test Voltage-26 kV

Fig. 7. Typical PRPD pattern of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil obtained at rod-plane electrode configuration: (a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D. Test Voltage-28 kV

3.3 PD signal time domain and frequency spectrum analysis of nano modified palm oil

Time and frequency domain analysis of PD signal characteristics of nano modified palm oil will be useful for extracting important features for the development of efficient condition monitoring system for transformers. Fig. 8 and 9 shows the PD signal (left) and corresponding frequency spectrum (right) of nano modified palm oil at needle-plane and rod-plane geometry respectively. From the frequency spectrum characteristics of needle-plane geometry, it is noticed that peak value occurs at around 18 MHz irrespective of the type of specimen. Whereas under rod-plane geometry, it is observed that peak
value lies in the lower frequency band of 5 MHz. By visual inspection of both needle-plane and rod-plane PD signal waveforms, it is understood that corona discharge pulse occurs with slightly higher frequency characteristics compared with surface discharge PD. There is no major change in the frequency domain characteristics of nano modified palm oils compared with type A specimen.

### 3.4 Equivalent Timelength-Bandwidth analysis of PD signals of nano modified palm oil

Equivalent timelength-bandwidth analysis was carried out based on the concept explained already in [20-21]. This analysis is helpful in understanding the dependency of the shape of PD signals with respect to the nature of PD sources. In short form, if $s(t)$ is the time domain representation of PD signal, then equivalent time length and equivalent bandwidth are evaluated using,

$$
\sigma_T = \sqrt{\int_0^T (t-t_0)^2 s(t)^2 dt}
$$

Fig. 9. Typical PD pulse and corresponding frequency spectrum of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil at different %wt concentration of nanofiller obtained at rod-plane electrode configuration: (a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D

Fig. 10. Equivalent timelength-bandwidth map of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil obtained at needle-plane electrode configuration: (a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D

Fig. 11. Equivalent timelength-bandwidth map of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil obtained at rod-plane electrode configuration: (a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D
where $f$ is the frequency, $\tilde{S}(f)$ is the Fourier transform of the normalized pulse $\tilde{s}(t)$. Two real numbers obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2) are shown as a dot in the T-F mapping.

Fig. 10 and 11 shows the equivalent timelength-bandwidth mapping of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil at different %wt concentration of nanofiller obtained under needle-plane and rod-plane electrode configuration respectively. It is noticed that under needle-plane geometry, equivalent timelength of type A specimen lies in the range of 50-300 ns. Whereas nano modified oils show slightly reduced timelength of 50-250ns. In particular, type B specimen shows less than 200ns. Equivalent bandwidth of all samples under needle-plane geometry lies the range of 6-13 MHz. Addition of nanofillers at lower %wt concentration slightly reduced the timelength of PD signals. In the case of rod-plane geometry, one notices that type A specimen shows equivalent timelength in the range of 60-160ns. Type B specimen shows equivalent timelength in the range of 50-120ns, which is the lowest among other tested oil specimens. Under both electrode geometry, the equivalent timelength results of type D specimen (0.1%wt) are somewhat closer to the type A specimen. This shows that increasing the %wt concentration of nanofiller above 0.05%wt has less influence on the PD signal characteristics. Even though the equivalent bandwidth of both electrode geometry are similar in nature, there is a considerable difference in equivalent timelength of PD signals of nano modified palm oils. This feature can be used to identify the type of PD source exists in the insulation.

3.5 Analysis of weibull distribution parameters of PRPD pattern of nano modified palm oil

Accurate PD source identification of transformers depends on the statistical analysis of large amount of PD data. Reports on the PD statistical characteristics of the nano modified palm oils are scanty. Hence, in the present work, Weibull distribution analysis of the statistical features of PRPD patterns at both needle-plane and rod-plane geometry was carried out. Important statistical quantities such as scale parameter $\alpha$ and shape parameter $\beta$ of the Weibull distribution function of PRPD pattern are evaluated at different test conditions. Fig. 12 and 13 shows the variations in minimum, maximum and mean values of scale parameter and shape parameter of Weibull analysis at needle-plane and rod-plane electrode geometry respectively. In general, it is already reported that when compared with mineral oil, PD activity of pure palm oil is slightly higher [6]. This work mainly concentrates on the improvements in statistical PD parameters of nanomodified palm oil. A slight reduction in the $\alpha$ parameter, which is directly related with the PD amplitude, is noticed with type B and C specimen irrespective of the type of electrode geometry. Whereas considerable increase in $\alpha$ is observed with type D specimen, which is also closer to type A specimen. This clearly shows that addition of lower %wt concentration of SiO$_2$ nanofillers considerably reduced the scale parameter.

In the case of shape parameter $\beta$, which is an indirect measure of data dispersion of PRPD pattern, it is observed that type B and C specimen show higher value than type A specimen. This confirms that data dispersion is less with the addition of lower %wt concentration of nanofillers. $\beta$ value lies in the range of 2-4 at rod-plane geometry and 3-5 at needle-plane geometry, making the PD source identification easier.

3.6 Analysis of phase angle parameters of PRPD pattern of nano modified palm oil

Fig. 14 and 15 shows the variations in $\Delta\Phi$ and $\Phi_{\text{mean}}$ of PRPD pattern of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil at different %wt concentration of nanofiller obtained under needle-plane electrode configuration and rod-plane configuration respectively. It is clearly noticed that at needle-plane geometry, positive $\Delta\Phi$ value of type A specimen is higher when compared with nano modified
palm oil specimens. At rod-plane geometry, significant reduction in positive ΔΦ value of type B and C specimen is noticed. This clearly indicates the presence of PD activities in the pure oil specimen and type D specimen in the majority of portion of reference sine pattern. Whereas in the case of type B and C specimen, significant reduction in positive ΔΦ value indicates absence of PD activities in the majority of portion of reference sine pattern. However, with respect to Φmean value of PRPD pattern, there is no considerable change in the values with respect to type of specimen at both electrode geometry. Since the majority of the PD signals lies in the short section of reference sine pattern, addition of nanofillers has less influence on the Φmean value of PRPD pattern.

3.7 Analysis of skewness and repetition rate of PRPD pattern of nano modified palm oil

Fig. 16 and 17 shows the variations in skewness and repetition rate (Nw) of PRPD pattern of nano SiO$_2$ modified palm oil at different %wt concentration of nanofiller obtained at needle-plane electrode configuration and rod-plane electrode configuration respectively. Skewness is a mostly used to understand the distribution of data in the given PRPD pattern range. In general, it is noticed that positive skewness value of type A specimen is considerably higher when compared with type B, C and D specimen, which indicates the reduction in symmetry of the PRPD pattern data of type A specimen. This shows that addition of nanofillers slightly improved the symmetry of the data. Another important parameter to be considered in PD analysis is the repetition rate of PD pulses, which is a direct measure of fast or slow degradation of insulation. However, in the case of liquid dielectrics, since the PD appear in pulse bursts, their repetition rate is highly irregular. From the results, it is clearly observed that repetition rate of type A specimen is higher when compared with nano modified palm oil specimens at both electrode geometry irrespective of the test specimen. Reduction in repetition rate is significant in the case of needle-plane geometry than rod-plane geometry. This confirms that addition of nano SiO$_2$ fillers considerable improves the PD resistance and hence the repetition rate of PD pulses is reduced.

From the above reported PRPD pattern, PD signal time and frequency domain characteristics and statistical analysis of PD characteristics, it is generally noticed that addition of lower %wt concentration of nano SiO$_2$ fillers, such as 0.01%wt and 0.05%wt, significantly improves the PD resistance of palm oil, when compared with pure oil and the results are in similar line with [6]. Further studies
on the long term thermal performance of nano modified palm oils are in progress, which will be useful to electrical utilities to find an alternate for conventional mineral oil.

4. Conclusion

Laboratory PD experiments on nano modified palm oils at different %wt concentrations and at different electrode geometry were carried out as per IEC 60507 test procedure. Significant improvement in partial discharge inception voltage is noticed with 0.01 and 0.05%wt concentration of nano SiO$_2$ filler. When compared with pure palm oil, addition of SiO$_2$ nanofillers considerably reduced the PD repetition rate, PD equivalent time length and PD magnitude. Weibull parameter $\beta$ shows considerable increase with addition of nano fillers, which confirms reduction in the dispersion of PRPD data pattern. PD activity in the positive half cycle is more severe when compared with negative half cycle and the results are in similar line with earlier reported works. It is shown that variations in the statistical parameters of PRPD pattern and PD pulses are closely related to the type of PD source and hence PD measurement will be a better diagnostic tool for condition monitoring of nanofluid insulation. These lab results on nano modified palm oil show that, addition of lower %wt concentration of nano SiO$_2$ fillers will certainly improve the PD resistance. However influence of nano fillers on the long term thermal performance of liquid insulation is to be investigated in future studies.
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